LIVE LONG, DIE SHORT

This fall, Llanfair will celebrate a five-year-long partnership with Masterpiece Living®, the revolutionary new lifestyle philosophy that is redefining what healthy aging is all about.

To celebrate this partnership, we welcome you to bring a friend and join us for this groundbreaking presentation. “Live Long, Die Short,” highlights the landmark 10-year study by the MacArthur Foundation that found 70 percent of physical aging and about 50 percent of mental aging is determined by lifestyle and the choices we make every day. With that in mind, we can optimize our lifestyles and live longer and die shorter, compressing the decline period into the very end of a fulfilling, active, older age.

Dr. Landry’s presentation features important life lessons and will give you an opportunity to take a snapshot of your own current lifestyle and provide feedback which can guide you to your “authentic health.” Authentic health gives us resilience and strength that is achieved by paying special attention to components that make us human. By remaining socially, spiritually, physically and intellectually engaged with life, we experience authentic health.

Through research, real-life stories and personal anecdotes, Dr. Landry will teach you how to take a “Lifestyle Inventory,” and also share his “Ten Tips” to live successfully.

Dr. Landry is a nationally recognized speaker on successful aging, lecturer, researcher, consultant and author and is frequently called upon as a media consultant on the topic of successful aging.

Be one of the first 25 registrants and receive a free copy of Live Long, Die Short, signed by Dr. Roger Landry. Please RSVP by October 1 by calling 513.591.4567 or lt@llanfair.oprs.org.

* NOTE: Please, only one item per person. You must be able to carry the item and it must be able to fit on a table.

OLLI & Fab Fridays Come to Llanfair!

Llanfair Retirement Community is the newest partner site with University of Cincinnati’s Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI). Classes for the fall term begin Friday, September 26. Members of OLLI will be able to attend opportunities for lifelong learning on the Llanfair campus.

A commitment to lifelong learning is a key belief at Llanfair. As a Masterpiece Living® community, we challenge ourselves and our residents to actively engage every day, spiritually, intellectually, physically, and socially. Partnering with OLLI allows us to expand our continuing education to older adults 50 years of age and better. The only prerequisite is a desire to learn, no college degree is required.

The mission of the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute is to provide opportunities for lifetime learning and social interaction to the mature residents of Greater Cincinnati. OLLI at the University of Cincinnati is part of a network of 125 Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes throughout America.

OLLI at the University of Cincinnati offers great classes and terrific teachers in a relaxed, informal environment. OLLI’s motto continues to be, No tests, no papers, no grades. Each year OLLI offers more than 400 courses ranging from eight-week long seminars to two-hour presentations on a wide range of topics, covering the arts, Cincinnati-specific topics, history, lifestyle, medical, science, social and travel.

“Adding Llanfair’s west side location expands OLLI’s reach to more conveniently serve more students,” said Cate O’Hara, Program Director, OLLI at University of Cincinnati.

OLLI registration for fall classes began on August 25. Classes at Llanfair will be held on Friday mornings, 9 a.m. to noon, in the Llanfair Campus Center Great Room, 1701 Llanfair Avenue. The classes will cover curriculum for a one-time course, special program or an event — All classes will be called Fab Fridays.

Anyone interested in registering for OLLI programs, including Fab Fridays at Llanfair, must contact the OLLI Program Office directly at 513.556.9186 or olli@uc.edu.

Trash or Treasure

Presented by Mike Turmell, Mike Turmell Estate Sales

Wednesday, November 19
9:30 a.m. Registration - 10 a.m. Program
Llanfair Campus Center Great Room
1701 Llanfair Avenue

Bring a friend and join us for Trash or Treasure, a program designed to assist those who need help with de-cluttering, downsizing, holding an estate sale and knowing what to keep and what to toss.

Guests are invited to bring one* item for Mike, a seasoned estate seller with almost 20 years of experience, to assess and recommend whether you should “Trash” it or “Treasure” it.

RSVP by November 5 by calling marketing 513.591.4567 or lt@llanfair.oprs.org.

* NOTE: Please, only one item per person. You must be able to carry the item and it must be able to fit on a table.
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Llanfair’s new Rehab Center, with all private contemporary studios, will be opening soon; designed for those in need of a short term rehabilitation stay after illness, injury or surgery.

For the second consecutive year, Llanfair has been recognized as one of the nation’s best in “U.S. News and World Report’s” Best Nursing Homes of 2014. At Llanfair, we are committed to your road to recovery by providing you with a team of therapy professionals extensively trained for physical, occupational and speech therapies that will work with you in our fully-equipped therapy gym and occupational therapy center.

In addition, we will provide detailed care coordination for smooth transitions from the hospital to Llanfair to home.

Please contact Taylor Buchtmann, Admissions Case Manager at 513.591.4516 or tbuchtmann@llanfair.oprs.org, if you or someone you know has an upcoming surgery or needs short term rehab.

Learn, discuss and explore nutrition in new ways to support your journey of successful living.

nourish
A Nutrition Experience by Masterpiece Living

Tuesdays, October 14, 21 & 28
10 to 11 a.m. • Campus Center Great Room

What are your meals doing for you? Do they support your overall wellness?

Bring a friend and join Llanfair’s Director of Education R. Edward Stinson and Llanfair’s Registered Dietetic Technician Courtney Papke for a fresh look at nutrition as we explore Nourish, an interactive nutrition experience program by Masterpiece Living®.

The Nourish experience connects nutrition to the 4 components of wellness: social, spiritual, intellectual and physical. Topics include: food recommendations, the importance of nutrition at any age, food as energy, mindful eating, the dining experience, calories, organic/locally grown/natural foods, minimizing cost while maximizing nutritional quality, the basics of menu planning, healthy cooking methods, super foods and food legacies.

You will learn, discuss and explore nutrition in new ways to support your journey of successful living.

It is recommended that you attend all three programs. RSVP to marketing by October 1, call 513.591.4567 or llt@llanfair.oprs.org.
Events & Happenings

SAVE THE DATE

Stay tuned for the winter 2014/2015 issue of This is Living for information on VERTICAL, MOVEMENT AND MUSCLE.

This interactive, educational series was designed by Masterpiece Living® and is facilitated by Llanfair’s director of education and certified Matter of Balance coach R. Edward Stinson. Learn how to be more confident in relation to balance and how to watch for fall hazards. For more information, please call 513.591.4567.

Wednesday, September 10, 2014

The Art Carvers of Music Hall

Director, producer and filmmaker Melissa Godoy will share the story of 108 women artisans and their role in one of the largest and most important public art commissions in Cincinnati history at a time (1878) when women were largely excluded from artisan employment. RSVP required by September 5.

Wednesday, October 8, 2014

What is Masterpiece?

President of Masterpiece Living® Dr. Roger Landry, MD, MPH, will share commensal life lessons and personal stories while exploring the key components to live more successfully. Backed by the MacArthur Foundation’s 10-year study on aging, Masterpiece Living® is redefining what healthy aging is all about. RSVP required by October 3.

Wednesday, December 10, 2014

Home for the Holidays

Together with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, Orchestra at Temple Square and Bells on Temple Square you will witness a Christmas celebration honoring the well-known candy bomber of the Berlin Airlift Gail “Hal” Halvorsen. RSVP required by December 5.

For more information on classes & events 513.681.4230

All events are free unless otherwise noted.

Meet Taylor Buchtmann

Admissions Case Manager

Taylor will help families and prospective guests who are in search of long term nursing care or a short term rehabilitation stay after an illness, injury or surgery in the new Rehab Center at Llanfair.

With five years experience working in the field of continuing care in both the nutritional services and administrator’s training program, Taylor’s well-rounded understanding of the long term care industry will be beneficial to residents and their families.

“I am very happy to be part of the Llanfair family” Taylor says. “I can’t wait to begin building strong and wonderful relationships with residents and staff.”

If you or someone you know needs long term nursing care or a short term rehabilitation stay, please call Taylor Buchtmann at 513.591.4516 or tbuchtmann@llanfairoprs.org.

Breakfast Club Events

Breakfast Club provides Llanfair residents and non-residents, not already living in a retirement community, an opportunity to learn something new, be entertained and informed about a topic or issue. Every second Wednesday of the month, we offer a continental breakfast at 9:30 a.m. The program begins at 10 a.m. in the Campus Center. RSVPs are required and there is a $3 charge per person. Contact Nancy Quante, independent activities coordinator, at 513.591.4561 for more details.

Wed, Oct 8, 2014

The Art Carvers of Music Hall

Director, producer and filmmaker Melissa Godoy will share the story of 108 women artisans and their role in one of the largest and most important public art commissions in Cincinnati history at a time (1878) when women were largely excluded from artisan employment. RSVP required by September 5.

Services & Amenities:

• 7 evening meals per week • 5 breakfast or lunch meals per week (Monday through Friday) • Scheduled community transportation • Free laundry facility in building • Health and wellness classes, events and group activities • Masterpiece Living® exclusive programs, classes and workshops • New library • New casual pub and game room • Lifelong learning resource center • New exercise studio • LaBel’s Beauty and Barber Salon • New gift shop • Security of the OPRS Life Care Commitment • Priority access to OPRS services and levels of care • Priority access to Llanfair’s Health Care Center and future care levels

In addition, you will enjoy Llanfair’s beautiful 14-acre wooded campus, as well as all of the services and amenities offered by our community!

To learn more about this exciting offer call Llanfair’s marketing office at 513.591.4567 and reserve your apartment prior to December 1, 2014!
When you think of the word resilience, food is not always the first thing that comes to mind, but it should be. Meritam-Webster defines resilience as, “the ability to become strong, healthy, or successful again after something bad happens” (http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/resilience). Nutrition is one of the key factors that affects one’s ability to recover following any kind of physical stress, so it warrants great attention.

One simple thing that you can rely on to recover following any kind of physical stress, so it warrants great attention.

The new label design includes a wide range of changes, including: information about the amount of added sugars in foods, updated serving size requirements, provides dual columns (not shown) one providing per serving information and the other providing per package information, it will include potassium and vitamin D content while eliminating vitamin A and C information, revision of the daily values required reference to be inserted here.

The labels have not received much attention since the addition of the trans fat line in 2006. The goal of each of these revisions to the Nutrition Facts label is to make it easier for consumers to make more informed choices that will support a healthy diet overall. In order to support your own resilience, make sure you are reading your Nutrition Facts labels, and look out for the new design coming soon!

Have a comment or nutrition topic you would like to see covered? Please contact Courtney Papke at 513.591.4554 or meet her in person at 513.681.4230.